RF pulse design by optimal control with physical constraints
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Synopsis
The design of customized RF pulse and slice selective gradient shapes gives rise to an optimal control problem for the Bloch equation with diĵerent
inequality constraints. A state-of-the-art method of optimal control is designed especially for this problem class. The optimization model and
method is applied to recent test examples. The results are validated on a 3T scanner with phantom and in vivo measurements.

Purpose

Optimal control based design of RF pulses in MRI was successfully applied to e.g. inversion1, robust spatial spectral2, or parallel transmission3. The
purpose of this work is to extend optimal control formulations for joint design of customized RF pulse and slice selective gradient shape by
inclusion of diĵerent constraints. Instead of the common least-square type performance index we add constraints to model the slice pro쳌�le
accuracy (magnitude and phase) and MR hardware restrictions (peak B1, peak gradient and peak slew rate). A state-of-the-art mathematical
optimization method for constrained optimal control of the spin domain Bloch equation4 is introduced and applied to the design of customized
SMS pulse design.

Theory

An optimal control problem for the Bloch equations in the spin domain4 with Cayley-Klein parameters α, β is formulated. The controls are the RF
pulse B1 (t) and the gradient slew rate Ġs (t) . A desired pro쳌�le (magnitude and phase) over the spatial coordinate z is prescribed at the terminal
time T of the excitation or refocusing, together with maximum allowed errors e∗ . For example, for a refocusing with perfect crusher gradients we
prescribe in-slice 1 − |β(z)|
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, out-of-slice |β(z)|
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, and a in-slice phase constraint |φ − φ̄| ≤ eph with phase φ and mean phase φ̄.

Amplitude constraints |B1 | ≤ B1,max , |Gs | ≤ Gs,max , and
are added to re�ect the MR hardware restrictions. Since the pro쳌�le
accuracy is modeled as a constraint, the performance index can be customized according to the application problem. Here, we optimize for
minimum SAR. The diĵerent inequality constraints are categorized into control constraints and state constraints5, where the latter are penalized
with a large even integer p ≫ 1 in the objective using parameters μ∗ > 0
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To handle the control constraints as hard constraints we set up a semismooth quasi-Newton method. The method is an extension of the trustregion semismooth Newton method6. Exact derivatives are formed via adjoint calculus5 and matrix-free.

Methods
The proposed algorithm is implemented in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc, Natick, USA). The time discretization is 쳌�xed to a gradient raster time of
10µs. An iterative increase of p and a decrease of the parameters μ∗ allows to 쳌�nd a minimum SAR solution. The method is tested on the examples
given by the ISMRM Challenge 2015 test set7 for a 쳌�xed pulse duration. Below we report the optimization results for a simultaneous multi-slice
refocusing for a turbo spin echo sequence with a multiband factor of 10, a slice thickness of 2mm and a time-bandwidth product (TBP) of 3 starting
from a PINS8 initial. The constraints are a peak B1 of 18µT, a peak slew rate of 200mT/m/ms, a maximum refocusing error of 2%, and a maximum
phase deviation of 0.01 radiant from the mean phase per slice. The optimized refocusing pulse is implemented on a 3T MR scanner (Magnetom
Skyra, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using a crushed spin echo sequence with a conventional superposed 90 degree SLR based
excitation pulse. To validate the Bloch simulations, we acquired a high-resolution phantom scan (TR/TE=200/30ms, FOV=300x300mm,
matrix=960×960) and an in-vivo scan (TR/TE=200/15ms, FOV=300x300mm, matrix=512×512). The second example shows the optimization with a
multiband factor of 3 for a double-refocused diĵusion sequence, using a slice thickness of 3mm and a TBP of 4. The constraints are as above,
without the phase constraint. The out-of-slice error is doubled, which is nearly ful쳌�lled by our initial guess from root-�ipping9.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1a shows the optimized real-valued RF pulse, slew rate and slice selective gradient shape. It exhibits 46.7% less SAR compared to the PINS
initial while still ful쳌�lling the requirements on the pro쳌�le and the phase (assuming ideal crushers). Figure 2 shows the optimal result for the
diĵusion scenario. Here the optimization yields a complex-valued RF pulse. The SAR is reduced by 26.5% compared to the initial pulse from root�ipping. The phase is not part of the optimization. A scaling of the optimized B1 to an exact �ip angle of 180 leaves a SAR reduction of 40.8% resp.
15.1%. Figure 3 shows the reconstructed phantom and in vivo measurements using the optimized pulse from Figure 1. Both the phantom an in-vivo
measurements show well de쳌�ned slices and validate the Bloch simulations of Figure 1.

Conclusion
The presented approach demonstrates a general framework for the solution of optimal control methods for the Bloch equations with inequality
constraints. By exploiting the inequality constraints, existing pulses are adapted iteratively to minimize a performance index. The performance
index and the constraint parameters can be adapted to customize RF pulses and gradient shapes for a speci쳌�c application.
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Figures

Figure 1: Comparison of the PINS pulse (row 1) with the optimized RF and slice selective gradient shape (row2) and the corresponding refocusing
pro쳌�les from Bloch simulations. Row 3 shows a zoom into one slice of the optimized slice pro쳌�le with corresponding phase distribution

Figure 2: Comparison of the complex root-�ipped pulse (row 1) with the optimized complex RF and slice selective gradient shape (row2) and the
corresponding refocusing pro쳌�les from Bloch simulations. Row 3 shows a zoom into one slice of the optimized slice pro쳌�le with corresponding
phase (not part of the optimization here)

Figure 3: Reconstructed phantom and in vivo measurements of the pulse shown in Figure 1

